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Abstract 
The topic of financial globalization has continually been extremely 

controversial. This arguing may well be explained by the advantages and 

issues it generates. On the one hand, tremendous potential advantages for 

developing countries financial globalization creates and rising markets, as 

they integrate financially with the remainder of the world. Globalization 

stimulates the event of financial sector and, in turn, spurs the advancement 

of economies. Global finance can lead to large benefits particularly to the 

development of sector. This paper discusses the benefits and competitive 

advantage is that financial globalisation for developing countries. So far 

only some countries sectors firms have taken advantage of globalisation. 

Governments use policy instruments As financial sector turns global so 

there is an scope for some form of international financial policy 

Corporation. Recent wave in globalisation and intervention of new global 

regulatory agenda has brought change. This paper analyses international 

integration restricts the growth of global finance and what are the 

advantages in global financing . 
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1. Introduction 

Globalization is commonly accustomed discuss with economic globalisation, 

that is, integration of national economies into the international economy through 

multinational trade, foreign direct investment, capital flows, and migration. 

Economic method may be a changing and vast process of economic integration 

and whereby national resources become a lot of and a lot of internationally 

mobile whereas national economies become progressively mutually beneficial. 

When we look into this technique it refers to the reduction and removal of 

barriers between national borders, so as to facilitate the flow of products, 

capital, services and labor. 

Financial globalisation as a section of economic globalisation, is known because 

the integration of a country’s native national economy with international money 

markets and establishments. This integration generally needs that governments 

liberalize the domestic money sector and therefore the capital 

account.Integration takes place once liberalized economies expertise a rise in 

cross-country capital movement, together with a lively participation of native 

borrowers and lenders in international markets and a widespread use of 

international financial intermediaries. Yet the developed countries are the most 

active participants within the economic process, developing countries (primarily 

middle-income countries) have conjointly began to participate. 

2. Objective 

 To study about the benefits and risks that financial globalisation entails 

for developing countries  

 To study about the factors that make a financial centre competitive  

 To study about the scope of international financial policy cooperation 

3. Hypothesis 

The following hypothesis is studies in this paper 

 There is significant association between Financial Globalisation and 

Financial Policy Integration in promoting economic growth in a country. 

4. Materials and Method 

The study was done in the form of a doctrinal research, where the 

problem/question is systematised,rectified and clarified by sources from 

authorative texts. The study took a qualitative research approach. The 

information, primary and secondary are gathered from journals, articles, 

research Papers, study articles, survey results and newspapers. They are 

analysed, interpreted and presented in narrative form. 
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5. Review of Literature 

Stephan Gerschew (2008) claims that the world is becoming globally integrated 

and the recent global financial crisis has paved the way for developing countries 

to enter into global financial sectors. Luc Eyraud, Diva Singh(2017) in their 

research article points out the fact that the aftermath of the global financial 

crisis has bought significantly lighter banking regulations and a trend of de-

risking. In her definition VesnaGeorgievaSurtinov(2013) claims that 

globalisation is a positive development as it will give rise to new industries and 

more jobs in developing countries. Further Irena Hlavata (2006) claims that due 

to liberalisation and integration of economic processes globalisation took a 

particular intensity. Sergio L. Schmuktur(2004) points as a result countries 

liberalise its financial system it becomes subject to market discipline and there 

is an increasing scope for some form of international financial policy 

cooperation. BiswajitBuruah(2009) claims that India can become an important 

global finance market, if the government allows free exchange of currency and 

general liberalisation of market, he further adds that Indian markets look pretty 

good in the emerging market universe. To add to his point  CliffordAlvaves 

(2017) claims that India will soon seek a place in the global financial 

sweepstakes and will soon offer derivative products. 

6. Content 

Global Capital Flow 

A few salient features of world capital flows are relevant to the central themes 

of the paper. First, the amount of cross-border capital flows has up considerably 

within the last decade. There has been not solely a far larger volume of flows 

among industrial countries however additionally a surge in flows from industrial 

to developing countries. Second, this surge in international capital flows to 

developing countries is that the outcome of each "pull" and "push" factors. Pull 

factors arise from changes in policies and alternative aspects of gap up by 

developing countries. These embrace liberalisation of capital accounts and 

domestic stock markets, and large-scale privatization programs. Push factors 

embrace business-cycle conditions and political economy policy changes in 

industrial countries. From a longer-term perspective, this latter set of things 

includes the increase within the importance of institutional investors in 

industrial countries and demographic changes (for example, the relative aging 

of the population in industrial countries). The importance of those factors 

suggests that withal temporary interruptions throughout crisis periods or 

international business-cycle downturns, the past twenty years are characterised 

by lay pressures for rising international capital flows to the developing world. 

Another vital feature of international capital flows is that the parts of those 

flows take issue markedly in terms of volatility. specially, bank borrowing and 

portfolio flows ar considerably additional volatile than foreign direct 

investment. though correct classification of capital flows isn't simple, proof 
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suggests that the composition of capital flows will have a big influence on a 

country's vulnerability to monetary crises. 

Promoting Growth in Developing Countries 

In theory, financial globalisation will facilitate developing countries to higher 

manage output and consumption volatility. Indeed, a range of theories imply 

that the volatility of consumption relative thereto of output ought to decrease 

because the degree {of financial|ofmonetary|of economic} integration increases; 

the essence of worldwide financial diversification is that a country is ready to 

shift a number of its financial gain risk to world markets. Since most developing 

countries are rather specialised in their output and issue endowment structures, 

they can, in theory, acquire even larger gains than developed countries through 

international consumption risk sharing—that is, by effectively marketing off a 

stake in their domestic output reciprocally for a stake in world output. 

As noted by many authors, most of the cross-country variations in per capita 

incomes stem not from variations within the capital-labor ratio however from 

variations in total factor productivity, that may be explained by "soft" factors 

similar to governance and also the rule of law. When looking these cases case, 

though follow financial globalization could end in higher capital inflows, it's 

unlikely, by itself, to cause quicker growth. additionally, as is mentioned a lot of 

extensively later in this paper, a number of the countries with capital account 

relaxation have practiced output collapses regarding expensive banking or 

currency crises. an another risk is imminent, as noted earlier, is that financial 

globalization fosters higher establishments and domestic policies however that 

these indirect channels can't be captured in commonplace regression 

frameworks. 

In short, though financial globalization will, in theory, facilitate to push 

economic growth through numerous channels, there's yet no strong empirical 

proof that this causative relationship is quantitatively vital. This points to a 

noteworthy distinction between financial openness and trade openness, since an  

a lot of analysis papers have found that the latter has had a positive impact on 

economic growth. 

Impact of Financial Globalisation on Macroeconomic Volatility 

Interestingly, a additional nuanced consider the information suggests the 

potential presence of a threshold result. At low levels of economic integration, 

an increment within the level of financial integration is related to a rise within 

the relative volatility of consumption. Once the extent of financial integration 

crosses a threshold, however, the association becomes negative. In alternative 

words, for countries that are sufficiently open financially, relative consumption 

volatility starts to say no. This finding is probably according to the view that 

international financial integration will facilitate to push domestic financial 

sector development, which, in turn, will facilitate to moderate domestic 

macroeconomic volatility. Thus far, however, these advantages of financial 

integration seem to own increased primarily to industrial countries. 
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To summarize, one among the theoretical advantages of economic globalisation, 

except enhancing growth, is permitting developing countries to higher manage 

economic science volatility, particularly by reducing consumption volatility 

relative to output volatility. The proof suggests, instead, that countries within 

the early stages of economic integration are exposed to important risks in terms 

of upper volatility of each output and consumption. 

Effects of Financial Globalisation on Emerging Markets 

Globalization may be a positive development because it can create to new 

industries and a lot of jobs in developing countries. Others say globalisation can 

force poorer countries of the globe to try to regardless of the massive developed 

countries tell them to try. 

There are many important effects of economic globalisation. Economic 

globalisation is that the key consider the emergence and development of rising 

economies. Economic globalisation has had exclusive impact on rising 

economies’ working class. The flow of the investment first involves regions to 

take advantage of low-cost working class, however with time, this impact 

becomes a positive one, because the wages step by step rise. This method 

additionally has helped to decrease impoverishment in rising markets and 

developing economies. 

One of the most edges money|ofmonetary|of economic} globalisation is that the 

development of the financial sector. financial markets become deeper and a lot 

of subtle once they integrate with world markets, increasing the monetary 

alternatives for borrowers and investors. monetary markets in operation during a 

world surroundings alter international risk diversification. 

The abolishment of capital controls within the made countries means citizens 

and companies of the made countries will currently invest in rising markets’ 

economies. Even a lot of significantly,trade easing means rising market 

countries’ benefits within the factors of production (abundant land and labor 

principally) may be exploited. 

7. Risks of Globalisation 

The flow of international companies not solely brings positive benefits 

concerning international financial transactions. Some could emphasize that the 

international firms could raise education levels further because the financial 

health in developing countries, however that solely applies to the future effects 

of economic globalisation. within the short term, poor countries can become 

poorer and state rates could soar. Automation within the producing and 

agricultural sectors forever follows the looks of international companies. This 

lessens the requirement for unskilled and uneducated employees,thus raising 

state levels.Any potential increase in volatility tends to occur within the short 

run, right when relief. once countries initial liberalize their monetary sector, 

volatility and crises may arise, notably in countries with vulnerable 
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fundamentals. If the domestic financial sector isn't ready to traumatize foreign 

flows and isn't properly regulated and supervised, financial relief will result in 

domestic crises. 

Financial globalisation may result in financial crises through contagion, 

specifically by shocks that are transmitted across countries. let's say, once two 

countries trade among themselves or if they contend within the same external 

markets, a devaluation of the rate of exchange in one country deteriorates the 

other country’s competitive advantage. 

Most of the developing nations want new industries and therefore the jobs these 

industries awaken improve their economies through globalisation, however they 

are doing not need to lose their own culture and identity within the method. 

several developing nations worry that increased globalisation could result in 

loss of management over economic and political selections and should 

conjointly threaten their traditions, language, and culture. With the 

predominance of yank popular culture moreover as political and economic 

influence round the world, several developing countries see globalisation as a 

style of “Americanization” 

Advantage and Challenge 

Countries will enjoy financial globalisation and countries ought to benefit of it. 

financial liberalization will have positive effects on the financial set-up. At 

identical time, the proof doesn't recommend that financial volatility will 

increase once financial liberalization. whereas it's true that crises have had a 

awfully massive impact on growth in some countries like Republic of Indonesia, 

in different cases, the recovery has been speedy, as in Republic of Korea and 

United Mexican States. Also, it'd be hard to argue that economies would have 

grown up as quick as they did if they'd remained closed.Though the potential 

edges is massive, we tend to are faraway from full financial globalisation. Even 

in open countries there's still a vital home bias. Given the potential edges of 

globalisation, the scope is for abundant|away|a far} deeper financial 

globalisation and for much larger gains. several countries are already partly 

open and therefore the prospect is for an raised globalisation of economic 

markets. Paradoxically, the raised globalisation will cut back the scope for risk 

diversification, as a result of integrated money markets tend to be a lot of 

correlative.  

One of the most challenges of financial globalisation is a way to integrate with 

the world financial set-up. Some economists would argue that the most 

challenge is to integrate all sectors and countries that don't participate within the 

globalization} process. although financial globalisation will bring on several 

positive edges, not all countries, sectors, or companies have access to global 

financial markets and services or will benefit of the advantages iatrogenic by 

globalisation. Among developing nations, just some countries receive foreign 

capital, notably middle-income countries. inside every country, investment is 

targeted in bound sectors. hand-picked corporations will acquire foreign funds. 
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the shortage of participation within the financial globalization} process would 

possibly place countries, sectors, and corporations in disadvantageous  

positions. there's no straightforward answer on a way to integrate them. 

8. Conclusion 

Economic globalisation is that the increasing economic mutuality of national 

economies across the globe, through a fast increase in cross-border movement 

of products, service, technology, and capital flows. within the last decades, 

countries around the world became additional financially integrated, driven by 

the potential advantages of economic globalisation. 

The recent wave of globalisation has generated an intense discussion among 

economists, attracting each sturdy supporters and opponents. This paper 

addresses the question of whether or not the continued world financial crisis and 

also the method of economic globalisation in developing economies and rising 

markets are connected. Although developed countries are the foremost active 

participants within the financial  globalisation , developing countries have 

conjointly began to participate. 

The paper revisits the arguments and proof which will be employed in favor of 

and against globalisation. There area unit several arguments for and against 

globalisation.The final conclusions is that there are substantial benefits that 

financial globalisation brings: development of economic sector, international 

risk sharing, dilated liquidity constraints. On the opposite hand, if monetary 

relief is undertaken once a rustic isn't absolutely prepared for it or the processes 

in monetary markets are mismanaged, adverse outcomes occur: excessive risk 

taking by banks, debt accumulation by governments, financial and currency 

crises. owing to a high degree of economic cross-linkages contagion effects 

additionally emerge . 
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